Why Innovative Discovery?
Navigating the information lifecycle can be arduous and complicated, and
the endless vendors vying for your business make that much more daunting.
Innovative Discovery approaches our client’s projects on a case-by-case basis,
providing personalized workflows, hands-on service, and customized consultation.
Our expertise leave you with conf idence in your data and the feeling that you are
a partner, and not a bottom line.
ID SURPASSES THE COMPETITION BY PROVIDING:
FEDRAMP

END-TO-END SERVICES

This highly-sought-after authorization
allows us to offer a secure, cloud-based
environment for government data and we
proudly utilize those best practices for our
business environments.

Our end-to-end services provide solutions
f rom forensics through analytics and
managed review to f inal production. Having a
partner through every step of the information
life cycle creates seamless workflows and
consistent results.

LEGAL TECHNOLOGISTS

VARIOUS COLLECTIONS OPTIONS

Projects are not separated between
a technical team and attorney review
team. We have multiple disciplines
working on your matter - our lawyers
understand technology and our
technologist understand legalese.

We understand the need for options
and tailor-made work flows to f it YOUR
organization, technology, and comfort level
with the process. ID offers our clients a
variety of collection methods, including
remote collection, to help you gather the
reliable evidence you need for your case.

TOP-NOTCH
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

CONCIERGE-LEVEL
SERVICE

The ID PM team, available to you 24/7, is
stacked with Relativity Masters & Experts,
Relativity Analytics Specialists, Relativity
Certif ied Administrators, Relativity
Inf rastructure Specialists, Nuix eDiscovery
Specialists.

We pride ourselves on providing prompt,
customized service every step of the way. Our
team invests in your organization and your
data, so you receive boutique-style attention
f rom top-notch experts.

ID SERVICES:
INFORMATION GOVERNANCE

PROCESSING & HOSTING

CYBER SECURITY

ANALYTICS & MANAGED REVIEW

DATA BREACH

SECOND REQUESTS

COLLECTION & DIGITAL
FORENSICS

MANAGED SERVICES

www.id-edd.com

